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Abstract 
With increasing social pressures over the past two decades, mining companies have become more 
concerned with occupational health and safety (OHS). This change in mentality has had an impact 
on the choice of new equipment introduced underground. Introduction of innovative mining equip-
ment must now meet the double challenge of improving both productivity and OHS. However, in-
novative equipment does not by itself ensure success. The aim of this study is to identify the key 
factors that underlie successful introduction of new equipment in underground mines. We used a 
multi-attribute decision-aid tool, namely the dominance-based rough-set approach. Ten innova-
tive equipment projects carried out in an underground mine in Quebec were analysed. The tool 
allowed simultaneous identification of the most relevant factors and critical thresholds thereof to 
establish levels of performance based on four indicators, namely cost per meter drilled, cost per 
hour of use, availability ratio and accident rate. Two factors were found most relevant to all four 
indicators of performance: the skill requirement and acceptance of the equipment by the opera-
tors. Seat quality was identified as a contributor to improving accident rate, while standardisation 
of the new equipment relative to the old contributed to productivity. Taking into consideration 
these key factors and their critical threshold values will help the directors of the participating 
mine to meet with success in terms of both productivity and OHS in future introduction of innova-
tive equipment projects. 
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1. Introduction 
The mining industry evolves in an economic environment that undergoes continual change due to cycles of 
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fluctuating metal prices at the whims of international trading of securities. Compounding this pressure is compe-
tition from developing nations. These exogenous factors push mining companies to examine technologies as 
means of improving productivity [1]. However, unlike during the early days of this industry, productivity can no 
longer be the only factor taken into consideration when choosing new equipment [2]. The importance of occupa-
tional health and safety (OHS) is increasing for many mining companies, who now face mounting social pres-
sures [3]. The choice of equipment must therefore meet the two-fold challenge of increasing productivity while 
improving OHS [4] [5]. 

However, the introduction of technological innovation does not guarantee that this challenge will be met with 
success. Several studies describe equipment upgrades that have gone awry. According to the Centre for Excel-
lence in Mining Innovation (CEMI), progress in meters per day in Ontario mines actually dropped following the 
arrival of new electro-hydraulic devices and innovations in automation, from 15 m per day in 1980 to only 3.8 m 
per day in 2011 [6]. Studies also show that a large proportion of the accidents and deaths that have occurred in 
North American mining since the turn of the millennium are attributable to equipment misuse or failure [7]-[10]. 

These facts underscore the need for better understanding of the factors and conditions that lead to successful 
implementation of technological innovation in mining. Since the simple arrival of new equipment does not by 
itself guarantee improvement of productivity or OHS, what are the factors that make the difference? The present 
study is focused on this question and aims specifically to identify the key factors that contribute to the success of 
such initiatives. 

2. Methodology 
Management of innovation in mining is subject to the influence of several factors. We have identified nearly 20 
of these in our review of the literature [11]. However, which of these are the most important, the most relevant 
to successful implementation, remains to be determined. To answer this question, we propose combining two 
decision-aid methods. Firstly, we used AXE-type classical multi-attribute analysis where: 

A is a finite set of innovative equipment projects ai for i = 1, 2,... n; 
X is a set of attributes Xk for k = 1, 2,... m; 
E is a set of evaluations of project e[(ai), k] for each project ai in terms of each attribute Xk. 
This multi-attribute analysis thus consists of evaluating individually each of a set of projects in terms of the 

influence of each conditional attribute that could have an influence on success. Secondly, decisional attributes 
represented by performance indicators as used in the dominance-based rough set approach [12] [13] are added to 
the model to measure impact of implementation. We have chosen this artificial intelligence tool because it al-
lows “if... then…” type decision rules to be deduced from examples. These rules identify the most relevant 
attributes and the critical thresholds thereof simultaneously to obtain the level of result with respect to a deci-
sional attribute (performance indicator). To obtain these rules, we must first construct a decision table such as 
shown in Table 1. 

In this decision table, the examples (a1, a2,... an) correspond to projects as identified in the AXE multi-attribute 
model. For our purposes, 10 innovative equipment projects in an underground mine in province of Quebec were 
selected with the approval of the company directors. These are described briefly in Section 3. 

Each project was then evaluated in terms of the AXE conditional attributes (X1, ...Xn). Conditional attributes 
are contextual factors (conditions under which the project was carried out) that could have an influence on the 
success of the project. The list of factors that were considered in this study and the range of rating of each are 
listed in Appendix1. To obtain the evaluations used for the ratings, we used semi-directed interviews. Eleven 
 
Table 1. Decision table.                                                                                    

 X1 ... Xm D 

a1 e[(a1), 1] ... e[(a1), m] e(a1) = {1, 2, 3 or 4} 

a2 e[(a2), 1] ... e[(a2), m] e(a2) = {1, 2, 3 or 4} 

... ... ... ... ... 

an e[(an), 1] ... e[(an), m] e(an) = {1, 2, 3 or 4} 

 

 

1These are factors for which variation from one evaluation to the next is known to occur. Other factors such as training and user involvement 
in equipment design were considered, but were not found to vary. 
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company employees at different levels in the hierarchy, from miner-operator to mine superintendent, were que-
ried to obtain their evaluation of each of the projects for each conditional attribute. Employees who were present 
throughout the equipment upgrade project and played an active role, whether as user, trainer, supervisor or su-
perintendent, qualified as respondents. Their participation in our study was voluntary. None of these participants 
was non-responsive. The research team conducted the interviews on company premises (at the mine). 

Each project was evaluated on a performance scale according to a decisional attribute (column D in Table 1), 
meaning in terms of a given performance indicator. Three productivity performance indicators were examined 
(cost per meter drilled2, cost per hour of use, availability ratio) and one OHS performance indicator (accident 
rate) was examined. In addition to being recognized in the mining sector [7] [14]-[18], this choice of indicators 
met with the approval of the participating company. The performance indicators were measured over a period of 
12 months to minimize bias due to seasonal variability, particularly the effect of summer heat on OHS [19]. 
Each project was compared to the equipment group in use over the 12-month period prior to the innovation 
project. Two precious studies measured the projects performance (see [20] for productivity and [21] for OHS.) 
Based on the results of these studies, we constructed scales for each of the performance indicators used in the 
present study, as shown below in Table 2. 

Once the set of projects was evaluated in terms of each of the conditional attributes (contextual factors) and 
decisional attributes (performance indicators), it became possible to extract decision rules from the completed 
decision table. To achieve this, we used the program jMAF, which is a specialized software used for the calcula-
tion of dominance relationships, obtained from the Laboratory of Intelligent Decision Support Systems (LIDSS) 
at the Institute of Computing Science at Poznan University of Technology [22]. 

3. Description of the Projects under Study 
The 10 projects that were examined in the course of our research are listed in Table 3 and described below. 

Project 1, carried out in 2010, consisted of introducing a semi-automated bolting machine, which brought a 
major change to the actions of the equipment operator, who now remains seated in a closed, air-conditioned ca-
bin from which he guides the devices using a hand-operated controller. This machine replaced conventional 
bolters that required the operator to handle and position the screens while standing on a platform reached by 
steps. We compared the performance of the new equipment with that of two reference groups, 1 and 1.5, using 
respectively seven and two vehicles of the old type. 
 
Table 2. Scoring of the four performance indicators (decisional attributes).                                           

 Cost per meter drilled Cost per hour of use 

Score Improvement (%) Score Improvement (%) 

1 None (<0) 1 Low (0 - 25) 

2 Low (0 - 25) 2 Medium (25 - 50) 

3 Medium (25 - 50) 3 High (>50) 

4 High (>50)  

Availability Accident rate 

Score Improvement (%) Score Improvement (%) 

1 None < 0 1 Significant deterioration (>50) 

2 Low (0 - 3) 2 Slight deterioration (0 - 50) 

3 Medium (3 - 6) 3 Status quo (0) 

4 High (>6) 4 Slight improvement (0 - 50) 

 5 Significant improvement (>50) 

 

 

2This indicator was used only for projects involving bolters and drillers, namely 1, 1.5, 2 and 3. 
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Table 3. Ten mining equipment-upgrading projects.                                                             

Project Type of equipment Number of innovative  
group vehicles 

Number of reference  
group vehicles 

1 Bolter/semi-automated 1 7 

1.5 Bolter/semi-automated 1 2 

2 Bolter/new generation 2 2 

3 Long-hole drill/new generation 1 1 

4 30-ton trucks versus 50-ton 3 10 

5 50-ton trucks versus 30-ton 2 3 

6 LHD/new generation 2 6 

7 LHD/cab + air conditioning 6 4 

8 Supervisor tractor vehicles 11 9 

9 Supervisor tractor vehicles 9 4 

10 Scissor lift/new generation 2 8 

 
Project 2 corresponds to the arrival in 2009 of two new-generation bolters equipped with platform lifts. The in-
novation consists of design improvements intended to decrease worker physical effort and fatigue. The reference 
group used two bolters of the same model but acquired 12 years earlier. Project 3, carried out in 2010, consisted 
of introducing a flexible electro-hydraulic long-hole drilling rig. This device was compared with a long-hole 
driller designed 20 years earlier. 

Project 4 corresponds to the arrival of three 30-ton trucks in 2010, to replace part of the fleet of 10 50-ton 
trucks that had not met expectations in terms of productivity. The introduction of two of these 50-ton trucks in 
2005 corresponds to project 5. These were compared with three older 30-ton trucks. 

Project 6 corresponds to the arrival of two new 8-yard load-haul-dump (LHD) in 2009. These were needed to 
respond to the increasing productivity of the mine. Since the model in use at that point was no longer being 
manufactured, the company had to choose a new model and opted for one that has a new cabin design allowing 
easier access, better visibility, greater effectiveness of the air-conditioning system and a reduction in noise level. 
Project 7 corresponds to the introduction of six new LHD in 2007. The distinctive element of these machines is 
that they were the first closed-cabin air-conditioned vehicles purchased by the company. 

Project 8, also carried out in 2010, corresponds to the arrival of 11 new tractor-like mining vehicles for un-
derground transport of supervisors. Minor modifications distinguish these tractors from the reference group. 
Project 9 corresponds to the introduction of nine new tractor vehicles for supervisors in 2008. The reference 
group vehicles have significantly lower hauling capacity (kg of load and number of persons) and power. Finally, 
project 10 corresponds to the arrival of two new scissor-lifts in 2010. Certain technical improvements such as 
side-openings and greater speed motivated their choice. 

4. Results 
The rules presented in this section allowed approximations based on the listed projects. The quality of these ap-
proximations was 90%, meaning that the rules explained correctly 90% of the project results in terms of the 
performance indicators studied. 

4.1. Key Factors Determining Improvements in Productivity 
The rules associated with cost per meter drilled are shown in Table 4. Three key attributes were identified for 
this performance indicator: acceptance of the new equipment by the operators, the skill required for the use of 
the equipment, and the degree of standardisation of the new relative to the old equipment. According to rule 1, 
to qualify as a major improvement (a decisional attribute score of at least 4), the project needed an operator ac-
ceptance rating of at least 5 (all operators accepted and adopted the new equipment). If the acceptance rating 
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was no greater than 3 (about 50% of the users accepted and adopted the equipment), the project brought at best a 
slight improvement (Dec ≤ 2) in terms of this indicator of productivity. Likewise for skill and standardisation. 
Rules 3 and 5 inform us that a major improvement corresponded to respectively no special skill requirement 
(skill requirement rating ≥ 5) or a standardisation rating of at least 3. Rules 4 and 6 specify conversely that a 
skill requirement rating of 2 or less and a standardization rating of 1 meant that the improvement obtained in 
terms of cost per meter drilled was slight at best. 

The rules for cost per hour of use are shown in Table 5. A single rule (rule 1) made it possible to determine a 
great improvement (Dec ≥ 3) in terms of this performance indicator: a workspace quality rating of 5 must be 
obtained (excellent in all respects). This rule allowed us to explain the performance of four of the projects ex-
amined in this study. Rule 2, which was relevant in five projects, indicates that to obtain at least a moderate im-
provement (Dec ≥ 2) in cost per hour of use, the project had to satisfy two conditions: a skill requirement rating 
of 4 (required skill is acquired easily with a bit of practice) and a rating of at least 5 for user involvement (active 
participation leading to rapid optimization of the new equipment use). Rules 3 and 4 identify respectively low 
acceptability and poor quality of field of vision as factors explaining the low improvement of this indicator. Fi-
nally, rule 5, which explains the results of five projects, informs us that a skill requirement rating of 4 or less 
leads at best to a moderate improvement. 

The rules for identifying the key factors that determine the availability indicator are shown in Table 6. Rules 
3, 4 and 9 explained the greatest number of results. Rule 3, which explained the results of six projects, specifies 
that a project that does not impose any special skill requirement led to at least a moderate improvement (Dec ≥ 3) 
in terms of this performance indicator. According to rule 4, this performance level could also be reached when 
the standardisation rating for the new equipment was at least 4 (slight difference, one or two minor modifica-
tions intended to improve task execution). This rule was relevant to the results of five projects. Rule 9, also 
relevant to five projects, specifies that a rating no higher than 4 for user involvement (active participation but not 
leading rapidly to optimal use of the new equipment), led at best to a moderate improvement based on this indi-
cator. It should be noted that low acceptability to the operators again led to no gain in productivity (rule 5), 
while a skill requirement found high or difficult to meet led at best to a slight improvement (rule 7). 
 
Table 4. Key factors determining the performance indicator cost per meter drilled.                                         

Rule Decisiona Conditionb 

1 ≥4 Acceptance ≥ 5 

2 ≤2 Acceptance ≤ 3 

3 ≥4 Skill ≥ 5 

4 ≤2 Skill ≤ 2 

5 ≥4 Standard ≥ 3 

6 ≤2 Standard ≤ 1 

a. See Table 2 for definitions of the decisional attributes and their scoring. b. See Appendix for definitions of the conditional attributes and their rat-
ing scale. 
 
Table 5. Key factors determining the performance indicator cost per hour of use.                                         

Rule Decisiona Condition 1b Condition 2 

1 Dec ≥ 3 Workspace ≥ 5  
2 Dec ≥ 2 Skill ≥ 4 Involvement ≥ 5 

3 Dec ≤ 1 Acceptance ≤ 2  
4 Dec ≤ 1 Vision ≤ 2  
5 Dec ≤ 2 Skill ≤ 4  

a. See Table 2 for definitions of the decisional attributes and their scoring. b. See Appendix for definitions of the conditional attributes and their rat-
ing scale. 
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4.2. Key Factors Determining Improvement of the Accident Rate 
Table 7 shows the rules obtained for the indicator frequency of accidents. Rule 4 is the most relevant, being ap-
plicable to four projects. The accident rate decreased slightly when 50% of the users of the equipment had at 
least 6.12 years of experience in the mine (Dec ≥ 2). Rules 6, 7, 8 and 10 indicate that a project that did not re-
ceive a rating of 5 for seat quality led at best to maintenance of the status quo for this OHS indicator (sometimes 
bundled with another attribute), while rules 2 and 3 specify that a seat quality rating of 5 bundled with skill re-
quirement and acceptance scores of respectively 5 and 4 led to the status quo in the worst case. 

5. Discussion 
The use of the decision-aid tool enabled us to achieve our initial goal, which was to identify the factors that are 
the most relevant for a successful introduction of innovative mining equipment. Among the three indicators of 
productivity, our analysis points to operator acceptance of the new equipment, the skill required to use the 
equipment and the degree of standardisation of the new equipment relative to the old as the most relevant and 
 
Table 6. Key factors determining the performance indicator availability.                                             

Rule Decisiona Condition 1b Condition 2 

1 Dec ≥ 4 Seat ≥ 5 Workspace ≥ 5 

2 Dec ≥ 4 Involvement ≥ 5 On task ≥ 1.58 

3 Dec ≥ 3 Skill ≥ 5  
4 Dec ≥ 3 Standard ≥ 4  
5 Dec ≤ 1 Acceptance ≤ 2  
6 Dec ≤ 1 Vision ≤ 2  
7 Dec ≤ 2 Skill ≤ 2  
8 Dec ≤ 2 Involvement ≤ 3  
9 Dec ≤ 3 Involvement ≤ 4  

10 Dec ≤ 3 Seat ≤ 4 Age ≤ 35.0 

a. See Table 2 for definitions of the decisional attributes and their scoring. b. See Appendix for definitions of the conditional attributes and their rat-
ing scale. 
 
Table 7. Key factors determining the performance indicator accident rate.                                                

Rule Decisiona Condition 1b Condition 2 

1 Dec ≥ 5 On task ≥ 4.3  
2 Dec ≥ 4 Skill ≥ 5 Seat ≥ 5 

3 Dec ≥ 3 Acceptance ≥ 4 Seat ≥ 5 

4 Dec ≥ 2 On job ≥ 6.12  
5 Dec ≤ 1 Acceptance ≤ 2  
6 Dec ≤ 1 Seat ≤ 2 Workspace ≤ 4 

7 Dec ≤ 1 Seat ≤ 4 Age ≤ 35.0 

8 Dec ≤ 2 Seat ≤ 2  
9 Dec ≤ 3 Vision ≤ 2  

10 Dec ≤ 3 Seat ≤ 4 On job ≤ 5.73 

a. See Table 2 for definitions of the decisional attributes and their scoring. b. See Appendix for definitions of the conditional attributes and their rat-
ing scale. 
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recurrent factors involved in determining the impact of the project. For OHS measured in terms of accident rate, 
seat quality and years of worker experience were the conditional attributes that appeared most often to explain 
project impact. By adopting an overall systemic view, two factors were identified as relevant to each of the 
productivity performance indicators studied, namely operator acceptance of the new equipment and the skill re-
quired to use it properly. 

The 12-month period over which our data were gathered provided some internal validation of our study. Sea-
sonal bias, in particular due to summer temperatures, was thus avoided [19]. Our results are nevertheless limited 
to the study of a single underground mine in Quebec. External validation of the study, that is, generalizing the 
results to mines elsewhere, would require future research in such mines. Individual companies could adopt our 
approach to identify the key factors that were involved in the successful equipment upgrades in their respective 
mines. 

It should be noted that we took into consideration only operators who were employees of the mine. We there-
fore did not consider accidents that occurred in association with equipment maintenance or those that involved 
workers employed by mining subcontractor companies. 

The lack of certain types of data constitutes another limitation of our study. As is often the case, some infor-
mation appears to have disappeared over time or otherwise became unavailable. This was the case notably for 
employee age and experience and OHS performance in the case of the two supervisor tractor vehicle projects. 
These vehicles were not assigned to specific employees and this information was impossible to gather. Likewise, 
the performance in project 5 in terms of equipment availability was not known with any certainty since complete 
records for these years were no longer available. 

In spite of a thorough initial review of the literature intended to identify all factors likely to have an influence, 
some attributes were not accessible to study. This was the case for behavioural adaptation of workers in re-
sponse to the arrival of the new equipment. As the theory of risk homeostasis suggests [23]-[25], an individual 
tends to devote less effort to health and safety as the perceived risk decreases in his judgment. The opposite is 
also true. A process of regulation is supposedly at work, to allow the individual to function at a level of risk 
perceived as constant. A study has noted this in the mining context [26], and suggests that introducing new 
technology can lead to operator behaviours that are less safe. However, we were not able to evaluate the entire 
group of equipment users and thereby report any precise and reliable results regarding this perspective on the 
research question. 

Our results are consistent with previous conclusions regarding the implications of the current trend in mining 
equipment towards increasing power, complexity and sophistication [5] [27]. To provide the promised economic 
gain and increased efficiency at minimal risk, these machines require operators with superior skills. Our findings 
confirm this, as much for productivity as for OHS. We observed that when the new equipment did not require 
any special skill, improvements in both domains were significant. When superior skills were required, im-
provements in productivity were smaller. 

The same observation applied when level of acceptance of the new equipment by the operators was low. Op-
erator slowness to feel at ease with and adopt the equipment led to unsatisfactory results in terms of productivity 
and OHS in the projects that we studied. This confirms previous findings that supervisors and managers need to 
develop skills in the management of change [26]. 

We also noted an interesting combined effect of seat quality and workspace. This combination was relevant 
not only to OHS performance (rule 6 in Table 7) but also to productivity in terms of the availability indicator 
(Rule 1 in Table 6). Although the literature does contain discussion of problems associated with seat comfort 
[28] and cabin design [29] in mining vehicles, our results provide additional information by showing that a ma-
jor improvement in performance was obtained when both of these attributes received the highest quality rating, 
both individually (Rule 1 in Table 5) and in combination. Since this level of quality was essential for obtaining 
the improvement, the specific seat and workspace characteristics that earn such ratings should be identified in 
future research. 

The arrival of new semi-automated equipment since the turn of the millennium has allowed a reduction or 
elimination of certain physically demanding tasks. Project 1 in our sample is representative of this evolution. 
The operator no longer has to handle the screens while standing on a platform to execute the bolting task. Bolt-
ing is now performed in a seated position inside a closed, air-conditioned cabin using a hand control. The two 
mechanical arms of the machine handle the screens and hold them in place during bolting. This abrupt change in 
the mode of execution of the task was beneficial in terms of OHS. However, its impact on productivity was quite 
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different [20]. The rules identified confirmed the difficulty of obtaining even moderate improvements as soon as 
one or more modifications change even part of the mode of execution of the task. This finding has support in the 
form of a theory popularized long ago in the scientific literature [30], according to which technologies follow an 
S-shaped lifecycle. A new technology requires some time before it can even reach, let alone surpass, the level of 
performance of an existing matured technology. Once the new technology is understood, the performance 
achieved using it improves quickly and surpasses the performance of the old system, which had reached its lim-
its. When this occurs, the old technology has become out-dated. According to this theory, the users of the new 
technology thus need time to and concretize gains. Our results support very well this theory. Although we found 
that the larger the modification involved the less likely was an immediate gain in productivity, it remains to be 
seen whether or not the disruptive new technologies will lead ultimately to performances that are in fact supe-
rior. 

The age of the equipment operator was not found to be a factor in our study, in contrast with previous findings 
[7]. However, operator experience did play a key role, especially in OHS performance. Experience with the par-
ticular task and experience as an employee in the mine both contributed to improving the accident rate. Other 
studies of mining have reached similar conclusions, in particular with regard to worker experience. In a study of 
accidents involving mining vehicles in the USA from 1995 to 2004, the workers involved had less than five 
years of experience in over 50% of cases [31]. In our study, the critical threshold for the contribution of the ex-
perience attribute to the accident rate ranged from four to six years. 

6. Conclusion 
The main contribution of this article is precise identification of the key factors that allowed the introduction of 
new equipment to bring the desired improvements in productivity and OHS in the participating mine. Among 
the approximately 20 contextual factors that were examined, skill requirement and equipment acceptance by op-
erators were identified as the most relevant to the studied performance indicators as a whole. In addition to these 
factors, seat quality and operator experience were found relevant to explaining OHS performance, while degree 
of standardisation of the new equipment relative to the old also explained some of the impact of its introduction 
on productivity. Identifying these key factors and their critical threshold values will help the directors of the par-
ticipating mine take both productivity and OHS into consideration in their management and evaluation of future 
introduction of innovative equipment. 
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Appendix-Conditions under Which the Projects Were Carried out 

Rating Conditional attribute and definitions 

Acceptance = acceptability of the equipment to the operators 

1 No user previously experienced with the task accepted or adopted the new equipment. 

2 About 25% of the users accepted and adopted the equipment. The remaining 75% switched back to the old equipment. 

3 About 50% of the users accepted and adopted the equipment. The remaining 50% switched back to the old equipment. 

4 About 75% of the users accepted and adopted the equipment. The remaining 25% switched back to the old equipment. 

5 All users previously experienced with the task accepted or adopted the new equipment 

Skill = requirement for additional (new) skill 

1 The skill required to operate the equipment is difficult to acquire. 

2 The skill required is considerable, is acquired on the long term with practice. 

3 The skill requirement is moderate, is met on the medium term with practice. 

4 The skill required is minimal, is acquired easily with a bit of practice. 

5 No special skill is required. 

Standard = degree of standardisation of the new equipment relative to the old 

1 The new equipment is not comparable (the mode of task execution is disruptive). 

2 Differs markedly (one or more major modifications transform the task in part). 

3 Moderate difference (various minor modifications intended to improve task performance). 

4 Slight difference (one or two modifications intended to improve task performance). 

5 Practically no change (the modifications are not apparent in the execution of the task). 

Workspace = quality (comfort) of the space surrounding the operator 

1 Poor, several aspects (unspecified) need improvement. 

2 Average, at least two aspects (unspecified) need improvement. 

3 Acceptable overall. 

4 Very good, except for one aspect that could be improved. 

5 Excellent in all aspects. 

Involvement of the operators in the equipment implementation process 

1 No involvement (indifference to the success of the equipment introduction). 

2 Passive participation, operator somewhat responsive. 

3 Whimsically passive or active involvement. 

4 Active involvement not leading to rapid optimisation of the use of the new equipment. 

5 Involvement leading to rapid optimisation of the use of the new equipment. 

Vision = Quality of the field of vision 

1 Poor, hindered by one or two aspects making equipment operation difficult or dangerous. 

2 Average, one or two aspects occasionally making operation difficult or dangerous. 

3 Acceptable overall. 

4 Very good, except for one aspect that could be improved. 
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Continued 

5 Excellent in all aspects 

Seat = Quality of the seat 

1 Poor (uncomfortable). 

2 Average. 

3 Acceptable, with one or two problems. 

4 Good, no real problem. 

5 Very comfortable. 

Service = Involvement of the equipment manufacturer in the implementation process 

1 Sale only, no service. 

2 Poor follow-up during the breaking-in period. 

3 Minimally adequate follow-up during the breaking in period. 

4 Satisfactory follow-up during the breaking in period. 

5 Entirely satisfactory follow-up during the breaking in period. 

On task = years of experience with the task associated with the equipment 

 Corresponding to the median for all users of the equipment. 

On job = years of experience as a worker in this mine 

 Corresponding to the median for all users of the equipment. 

Age = age of worker when the new equipment arrived 

 Corresponding to the mean for all users of the equipment. 
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